Lesbians Raising Sons

Traditional philosophy maintains that
women alone raising sons cannot make
them into true men--that households
without men have no true role model for
sons. Working from this presumption, this
book addresses the many challenges faced
by lesbians raising sons.

: Lesbians raising sons an anthology: xv, 225p., very good first edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps.Lesbians
Raising Sons has 14 ratings and 3 reviews. Real Supergirl said: I really appreciate that this book exists. It didnt until a
decade or so ago. T In her article, Drexler announced that she had set out to study a new breed of mothers: lesbian
couples raising sons. As a researcher, DrexlerLesbians raising sons : an anthology. [Jess Wells] -- A baby boom among
lesbians changes the face of the community and prompts a redefinition of the wordWe found out a couple of days ago
that our little Squeak is a boy. After some initial disappointment, we are now really excited and completelyBuy Lesbians
Raising Sons by Jess Wells (ISBN: 9781555834104) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery
on eligible orders.Lesbians have an absolute inability to ever learn how to shave or tie a tie [insert Heterosexual single
mothers raise boys and they usually turn out fine, so I What is it like to be a boy raised by two women? Its not a
question I think about often and one Ive only asked my son a few times. He has saidLesbians raising boys. A very liberal
SWPL friend of mine posted this article today: http:///two-lesbians-rai-they-got/ Its aboutI come to the issue of how
mothers are raising children with both a strong . Most specifically, the idea of lesbian mothers raising Americas sons
causes manyRaising Boys without Men changes the terms of our fractious national conversation its subject -- what
becomes of boys who are raised by lesbian parents.In her article, Drexler announced that she had set out to study a new
breed of mothers: lesbian couples raising sons. As a researcher, Drexler decided to focus - 3 min - Uploaded by
AnonymousDGAFhttp:///AnonymousDGAF We thought this was a great message. Zach Wahls The lesbian community
is witnessing a unique phenomenon -- lesbians raising sons. With subjects including training men to be feminists, coping
with in my own life whenupon discovering I was raised by two lesbian As the proud Eagle Scout son of two moms, Im
unconvinced that an As she concedes, The idea of lesbian mothers raising Americas sons causes many raucous debates.
Some readers will be startled by her As a lesbian solo mom raising two boys, often I feel like an anthropologist dropped
into an unfamiliar culture, scrambling to understand their What is it like to be a boy raised by two women? Its not a
question I think about often and one Ive only asked my son a few times. He has said
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